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ीӜຒᇥܴ
Key Terminology

ǵ୍ߥ܍
ൂߥՏ Group Insurance Applicants
ӄ଼҇நߥᓀݤಃΜѤచೕۓǴӚᜪߥᓀΓϐൂߥՏӵΠǺ
()ಃᜪϷಃΒᜪߥᓀΓǴа୍ܺځᐒᜢǵᏢਠǵ٣ǵᐒᄬǵ
Ь܌܈ឦიᡏࣁൂߥՏǶՠ୯ٛ܌ឦߥᓀΓϐൂߥՏǴ
җ୯ٛࡰۓǶ
(Β)ಃΟᜪߥᓀΓǴа܌ځឦ܈Њᝤ܌ӧӦϐ୷ቫၭǵНճ܈ᅕ
ࣁൂߥՏǶ
(Ο)ಃѤᜪߥᓀΓǺ
1. ಃΖచಃಃѤීಃҞߥᓀΓǴа୯ٛࡰۓϐൂՏࣁ
ߥൂՏǶ
2. ಃΖచಃಃѤීಃΒҞߥᓀΓǴаϣࡹࡰۓϐൂՏࣁ
ߥൂՏǶ
(Ѥ)ಃϖᜪϷಃϤᜪߥᓀΓǴаځЊᝤ܌ӧӦϐໂ(ᙼǵѱǵ)Ϧ܌
ࣁൂߥՏǶՠӼܭϦدҥޗᅽճ୍ܺᐒᄬϐߥᓀΓǴள
а၀ᐒᄬࣁൂߥՏǶ
Article 14

Ʌ

The group insurance applicants for the different Categories of the insured are
as follows:
1.For the insured in Categories 1 and 2, the group insurance applicants shall
be the agencies, schools, enterprises, institutions, or employers, which they
work for, or unions where they hold membership. Nonetheless, the group
insurance applicants that cover the insured in the Ministry of Defense shall
be designated by the Ministry of Defense.
2.For the insured in Category 3, the group insurance applicants shall be the
lowest-level Farmers Association, Irrigation Association or Fishers
Association to which they belong, or located at the place where the insured
have their household registered.
3.For the insured in Category 4, the group insurance applicants are as
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follows:
Ȑ1ȑFor the insured in item 1, subparagraph 4, paragraph 1, article 8, the group
insurance applicants shall be designated by the Ministry of Defense.

Ȑ2ȑFor the insured in item 2, subparagraph 4, paragraph 1, article 8, the
group insurance applicants shall be designated by the Ministry of
Interior.
4.For the insured in Categories 5 and 6, the group insurance applicants shall
be the village (township, municipal, district) administration offices of their
registered domicile; provided, however, the public or private social welfare
service institutions may be the group insurance applicants for the insured
who lives therein.

Ʌ

ߥᓀჹຝ Beneficiaries
ߥᓀჹຝϩࣁߥᓀΓϷځឦǺ
()٩Ᏽӄ଼҇நߥᓀݤಃΖచೕۓǴߥᓀΓϩࣁΠӈϤᜪǺ
1.ಃᜪǺ
(1)ࡹ۬ᐒᜢǵϦدҥᏢਠϐҺԖ๏Γ܈ϦᙍΓǶ
(2)Ϧǵ҇ᔼ٣ǵᐒᄬϐڙޣǶ
(3)ΒҞߥᓀΓаѦԖۓЬϐڙޣǶ
(4)Ь܈ԾᔼЬǶ
(5)ߐᙍϷೌמΓԾՉޣǶ
2.ಃΒᜪǺ
(1)คۓЬ܈ԾᔼբԶୖуᙍπޣǶ
(2)ୖуੇᕴπ܈ಭߏϦࣁϐѦႿಭǶ
Ê 3.ಃΟᜪǺ
(1)ၭϷНճǴ܈ԃᅈΜϖྃаჴሞவ٣ၭπբޣǶ
(2)คۓЬ܈ԾᔼբԶୖуᅕࣁҘᜪǴ܈ԃᅈΜϖ
ྃаჴሞவ٣ᅕπբޣǶ
4.ಃѤᜪǺ
(1)ᔈܺאයϷᔈєӧᔼය໔ၻΒঁДϐڙቻϷєӧᔼܺծ
אက୍ޣǵ୯ैै٣ᏢਠैᏢғǵ୯ٛᇡۓϐค٩ै
Ϸӧሦږය໔ϐैΓᒪǶ
(2)ܺඹжאය໔ϐאសتηǶ
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Ì 5.ಃϖᜪǺӝޗܭ௱շݤೕۓϐեԏΕЊԋǶ
6.ಃϤᜪǺ
(1)ᄪ҇ǵᄪ҇ᒪϐৎЊж߄Ƕ
(2)ಃීԿಃϖීϷҁීҞߥᓀΓϷځឦаѦϐৎЊЊ
ߏ܈ж߄Ƕ
Article 8
The insured shall be classified into the following six categories :
1.Category 1
(1)Civil servants or full-time and regularly paid personnel in governmental
agencies and publicʏprivate schools;
(2)Employees of publicly or privately owned enterprises or institutions;
(3)Employees other than the insured prescribed in the preceding two
subparagraphs but are otherwise employed by particular employers;
(4)Employers or self-employed owners of business;
(5)Independently practicing professionals and technicians.
2.Category 2
(1)Members of an occupational union who have no particular employers,
or who are self-employed;
(2)Seamen serving on foreign vessels, who are members of the National
Seamen's Union or the Master Mariners' Association.
3.Category 3
(1)Members of the Farmers Association or the Irrigation Association, or
workers aged over fifteen who are actually engaged in agricultural
activities;
(2)Class A members of the Fishers Association who are either self-employed
or have no particular employers, or workers aged over fifteen who are
actually engaged in fishery activities.
4.Category 4
(1)Military servicemen whose compulsory service terms are over two
months or who are summoned to serve in military for more than two
months, military school students who receive grants from the government,
military servicemen’s dependents who lost their support recognized by
the Ministry of Defense, and military decedent’s families who are
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receiving pensions due to the death of their decedents;
(2)Men at the age for enlisting in the military, who are currently in militarysubstitute service.
5. Category 5
Members of a household of low-income famalies as defined by Social
Support Law.
6.Category 6
(1)Veterans, household representatives of survivors of veterans;
(2)Representatives or heads of household other than the insured or their
dependents prescribed in subparagraphs 1 to 5 and the preceding item of
this subparagraph.
(Β)٩Ᏽӄ଼҇நߥᓀݤಃΐచೕۓǺಃᜪԿಃΟᜪϷಃϤᜪߥᓀ
ΓϐឦǺ
1.ߥᓀΓϐଛଽǴЪคᙍޣǶ
2.ߥᓀΓϐسޔՈᒃ൧ᒃឦǴЪคᙍޣǶ
3.ߥᓀΓΒᒃϣسޔՈᒃڒᒃឦ҂ᅈΒΜྃЪคᙍǴ܈ԃᅈ
ΒΜྃคᒉғૈΚ܈ϝӧᏢ൩᠐ЪคᙍޣǶ
Article 9
The dependents of the insured in Categories 1 to 3, and 6 are prescribed as
follows:
1. The insured’s spouse who is not employed.
2. The insured’s lineal blood ascendants who are not employed.
3. The insured’s lineal blood descendants within second degree of relationship
who are either under twenty years of age and not employed, or are over
twenty years of age but incapable of making a living, including those who
are in school without employment.
ߎߥᚐ Payroll - related Premium Base
1.ಃᜪԿಃΟᜪߥᓀΓϐߎߥᚐǴҗЬᆅᐒᜢᔕुϩભ߄Ǵൔፎ
ՉࡹଣਡۓϐǶߎߥᚐϩભ߄ϐΠज़ᆶύѧമπЬᆅᐒᜢϦѲϐ୷
ҁπၗ࣬ӕǹ୷ҁπၗፓਔǴ၀Πज़ҭፓϐǶߎߥᚐϩભ߄ന
ଯભߎߥᚐᆶനեભߎߥᚐᔈᆢϖ७аϐৡຯǴ၀߄٠

Ʌ
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ᔈԾ୷ҁπၗፓϐԛДፓϐǶҔനଯભߎߥᚐϐߥᓀ
ΓǴځΓኧຬၸߥᓀΓᕴΓኧϐԭϩϐΟǴ٠ុΜΒঁДਔǴЬ
ᆅᐒᜢᔈԾԛДፓߎߥᚐϩભ߄ǴуଯځભǶ
Article 21
The insured payroll-related amount for the insured in Categories 1 to 3 shall
be subject to a grading table drafted by the Competent Authority and be
reported to the Executive Yuan for approval.
The minimum in the said Grading Table of insured payroll-related amount
shall be equal to the base salary promulgated by the central competent
authority in charge of labor affairs. Upon adjustment of the base salary, such
minimum shall be adjusted accordingly.
The insured payroll-related amount of the top level of the Grading Table of insured
pay-roll related amount has to be kept fivefold higher than the amount in the
bottom level, and the said Grading Table has to be revised in one month after the
basic salary is adjusted. In case that the number of the insured applicable to the
highest level of insured payroll-related amount exceeds three percent of the total
number of the insured for twelve consecutive months, the Competent Authority
shall readjust the Grading Table of insured payroll-related amount to advance
another highest level starting from the following month.

2.ಃᜪϷಃΒᜪߥᓀΓϐߎߥᚐǴ٩ΠӈӚීۓϐǺ
(1)ڙޣǺаځᖒၗ܌ளࣁߎߥᚐǶ
(2)ЬϷԾᔼբޣǺаځᔼճ܌ளࣁߎߥᚐǶ
(3)ߐᙍϷೌמΓԾՉޣǺаځՉ୍܌ளࣁߎߥᚐǶ
ಃᜪϷಃΒᜪߥᓀΓࣁค܌ۓڰளޣǴߎߥځᚐǴҗ၀ߥᓀ
Γ٩ߎߥᚐϩભ߄ۓ܌ኧᚐԾՉҙൔǴ٠җߥᓀΓਡǹӵҙൔό
ჴǴߥᓀΓளϒፓǶ
Article 22
The insured payroll-related amount for the insured in Categories 1 and 2 is
determined on the following basis:
1.Employees: the payroll;
2.Employers and self-employed: the business income;
3.Independently practicing professionals and technicians: the income from
professional practice.
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If the insured prescribed in Categories 1 and 2, has no stable income, the
insured shall select the proper insured payroll-related amount from the
Grading Table of insured payroll-related amount and such insured
payroll-related amount shall be examined by the Insurer, who may make
adjustment at its own discretion if the insured payroll-related amount is
found inappropriate.
3.ಃΟᜪߥᓀΓϐߎߥᚐǴаಃΖచಃಃීಃΒҞǵಃΟҞ
ϷಃΒීۓ܌ߥᓀΓϐѳ֡ߎߥᚐीᆉϐǶՠߥᓀΓளຎ၀ᜪ
ߥᓀΓϷځឦϐᔮૈΚǴፓߎߥᚐભǶ
Article 23
The insured payroll-related amount applicable to the insured in Category 3
shall be the average amount for those specified under items 2, 3 of
subparagraph 1, and subparagraph 2 of paragraph 1, Article 8; provided, that
the Insurer may adjust the level of insured payroll-related amount according
to the financial viability of the insured and their dependents.
4.ಃѤᜪϷಃϖᜪߥᓀΓϐߥᓀǴаᆒᆉ่݀ϐӄᡏߥᓀჹຝΓ
ѳ֡ߥᓀीᆉϐǶ
Article 25
The premium of the insured in Categories 4 and 5 shall be calculated
according to the averaged actuarial premium based on the total number of
the beneficiaries.
5.ಃϤᜪߥᓀჹຝϐߥᓀǴаᆒᆉ่݀ϐӄᡏߥᓀჹຝΓѳ֡ߥᓀ
ीᆉϐǶឦϐߥᓀǴҗߥᓀΓᛦયǹຬၸΟαޣǴаΟαीǶ
Article 26
The premium of the beneficiaries in Category 6 shall be the average
premium of all beneficiaries according to the actuarial results.
The premium of the dependents shall be paid by the insured. When the
number of the dependents exceeds 3, the payment shall be calculated on the
basis of only three dependents.
Ʌ

ѳ֡ߎߥᚐ Average Payroll-related Premium Base
ߥᓀΓߎߥᚐѳ֡ኧǶ
ȐӚᜪߎߥᚐØ၀ᜪߥᓀΓኧȑϐӝी
ߥᓀΓኧ
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Ʌ

ϩֽᑜѱձ Branch & Locale: ߯ࡪߥᓀΓൂߥՏ܌ӧӦϐϩֽᑜ
ѱձीǶ

Βǵ୍ݩރ
Ʌ

Ʌ

ᔈԏߥᓀ Premium Receivable
ࣁД(ԃ)ीౢғϐߥᓀߎᚐǶ
ჴԏߥᓀ Premium Collected
ࣁД(ԃ)ჴሞԏډ໒ൂϐߥᓀǶ

ԏᛦ Collection Rate
ჴԏߥᓀ
!Ø100 %
ᔈԏߥᓀ
Ʌ ၗҁ Capital
Ʌ

җύѧࡹ۬ኘбύѧ଼நߥᓀֽᒤӄ଼҇நߥᓀ܌ሡϐഢҔϷ
ຼᙯߎǶ
Ʌ

Ʌ

Ʌ

жᒤᙴᕍҔԏΕ Income from Medical Service Provision
ࡹ۬ᐒᜢૼہύѧ଼நߥᓀֽжᒤᙴᕍ๏бϐံշීǶځжᒤҞࣁ
ᄪ҇Ϸᄪ҇ᒪৎЊж߄ᙴᕍҔϐԾՉॄᏼǵեԏΕЊᙴᕍҔϐ
ԾՉॄᏼǵ่ਡੰޣᙴᕍҔϐԾՉॄᏼǵᄌ܄໒่܄ܫਡੰՐ
ଣᙴᕍϐੰ܊ϷບჸǵξӦໂ่ਡੰޣՐଣᙴᕍϐੰ܊Ϸບ
ჸǵநൺϐৎՐஎǵեԏΕЊՐଣᑧ१ǵۓݤࢉੰϐᙴᕍ
ҔǵᙍੰϐᙴᕍҔǵᙍੰϐՐଣᑧ१ǵᙍੰϐႣٛ
଼ᔠǶ
ᅉયߎ Delinquency Charges
ൂߥՏ܈ߥᓀΓၻයᛦયߥᓀޣǴၻВǴஒќуቻځᔈય
ᚐԭϩϐ႟ᗺᅉયߎǴՠуቻϐᅉયߎᚐаԿᔈયᚐϐԭϩϐ
Μϖࣁज़ǴՠߎۓᚐаΠϐλᚐᅉયߎளϒխቻǴځኧᚐҗЬᆅᐒ
ᜢۓϐǶ
ᅉયߎԏӣኧԭϩК Percentage Collected by Number
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!ԏӣኧ!
!ᅉયኧ! Ø 100 %
Ʌ ᅉયߎԏӣߎᚐԭϩК Percentage Collected
!ԏӣߎᚐ!
Ø 100 %
%
!ᅉયߎᚐ!
Ʌ

Ӽӄྗഢ Reserve Fund
ࣁѳᑽߥᓀ୍ǴᔈගӈӼӄྗഢǴྍٰځӵΠǺ
1.җԃࡋߥᓀԏΕᕴᚐԭϩϐϖጄൎϣගኘǹځගኘǴҗЬᆅ
ᐒᜢۓϐǶ
2.ԃࡋԏЍϐ่ᎩǶ
3.ߥᓀᅉયߎǶ
4.Ӽӄྗഢ܌ၮҔϐԏǶ
ԃࡋԏЍวғอਔǴᔈҗӼӄྗഢӃՉ༤ံǶ

Article 63

In order to balance the insurance finances, this Insurance shall set aside a
reserve fund from the following sources:
1.Proportion stipulated by the Competent Authority within 5 percent of the
total premium revenues of each fiscal year;
2.Surplus from each fiscal year;
3.Premium overdue charges;
4.Profits generated from the management of the reserve fund.
Deficiency in the balance of insurance revenue and expenditure of each
fiscal year shall be recovered by the reserve fund first.
Ʌ

ଚ଼நᅽճਈϩଛԏΕ Added Social Health Insurance Contributions
for Alcohol and Tobacco
٩ӄ଼҇நߥᓀݤಃϤΜѤచೕۓǴࡹ۬ள໒ቻଚ଼நᅽճਈǴஒ
ځԏΕϐۓКٯගӈࣁҁߥᓀӼӄྗഢǶ

Article 64
The government may impose the social health and welfare surcharge on
tobacco and alcoholic products and deposit a proportion of the surcharge
collected therefrom in the reserve fund.
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Notwithstanding the relevant provisions of the Act Governing the Allocation
of Government Revenues and Expenditures, the implementation regulations
for setting aside a proportion of the social health and welfare surcharge as
the reserve fund shall be jointly promulgated by the Competent Authority
and the central competent authority in charge of finance.
ϦறچϩଛԏΕ Social Welfare Lottery Income
٩ӄ଼҇நߥᓀݤಃϤΜϖచೕۓǴࡹ۬ᔈගኘޗᅽճறچԏϐ
ۓКٯǴගӈࣁҁߥᓀӼӄྗഢǶǶ
Article 65
The government shall set aside a certain proportion of returns from social
welfare lottery as the reserve fund.
The implementation regulation for the preceding paragraph shall be jointly
established by the Competent Authority and the central competent authority
in charge of finance and shall not be subject to the limitations of the relevant
provisions of the Government Fiscal Revenues and Expenditures Allocation
Law.
Ʌ

Ʌ

Ʌ

Ʌ

ЍбᙴᕍҔ Advances on Medical Expenses
ࡰߥᓀԏΕόىЍᔈᙴᕍҔਔǴӃՉаӼӄྗഢპбϐීǶ
ᔆံᖝཞ Coverage of Losses
ࡰԃࡋԏЍวғอਔǴҗӼӄྗഢӃՉ༤ံϐኧǶ
ऊᙴଣࡌނঅϷᘉࡌϐສී Loans to Contracted Hospitals for
Construction and Expansion
ࣁӄ଼҇நߥᓀၗߎၮҔБԄϐǶ

Οǵᙴ٣୍ܺᐒᄬऊϷᆅ
Ʌ

ᙴᕍଣ܌ऊᜪձ Hospital by Contracted Category.
ᙴᏢύЈ Academic Medical Centers
х֖ຑ᠘ձύϐᙴᏢύЈǵྗᙴᏢύЈǶ
ୱᙴଣ Metropolitan Hospitals
х֖ຑ᠘ձύϐୱᙴଣǵྗୱᙴଣǵਸфૈ௲Ꮲᙴଣǵᆒઓ
ࣽ௲ᏢᙴଣǶ
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Ӧᙴଣ Local Community Hospitals
х֖ຑ᠘ձύϐӦ௲ᏢᙴଣǵӦᙴଣǵᆒઓࣽᙴଣǵӦᙴଣ
ȐӝԃǵኩӝȑǵᆒઓࣽᙴଣȐӝԃǵኩӝȑϷ
ϩߚຑ᠘όӝՋᙴᙴଣਢᇡۓКྣӦᙴଣǶ
୷ቫଣ ܌Physician Clinics and Dental Clinics
х֖ຑ᠘ձύϐՋᙴᙴଣȐߚຑ᠘ǵόӝȑǵύᙴᙴଣȐߚຑ᠘ǵ
όӝȑǵ୷ቫບ܌ʏځдǶ
ᛰֽ Pharmacies
ࡰӝᛰৣ܈ᛰᏊғᒃԾЬ໒Ǵ٩ݤՉᛰࠔፓᏊǵٮᔈ୍ϐ
ೀ܌Ƕ
Ʌ

Ʌ

ߥᓀੰ Hospital Beds Fully Covered by NHI.
ࡰऊᙴଣගߥٮᓀჹຝՐଣບᕍ҂ԏੰڗৡᚐϐੰǶ
ߥᓀੰК The Proportion of Hospital Beds Fully Covered by NHI
٩ӄ଼҇நߥᓀᙴ٣୍ܺᐒᄬऊϷᆅᒤݤಃΟΜΎచϐೕۓी
ᆉǶ
ऊᙴᕍଣߥ܌ᓀᕴੰኧ
ऊᙴᕍଣ܌ᕴੰኧ

Ʌ

Ø 100 %

࡚  ߥ ܄ᓀ ੰ  К  The Proportion of Hospital Acute Beds Fully
Covered by NHI
ऊᙴᕍଣߥ܄࡚܌ᓀੰኧɡ࡚ບೀኩ੮ɡࢱݯᕍɡᓻٽ
ऊᙴᕍଣ܄࡚܌ᕴੰኧɡ࡚ບೀኩ੮ɡࢱݯᕍɡᓻٽ

Ʌ

Ø 100 %

ᄌߥ܄ᓀੰК The Proportion of Hospital Chronic Beds Fully
Covered by NHI
ऊᙴᕍଣ܌ᄌߥ܄ᓀੰኧ
ऊᙴᕍଣ܌ᄌ܄ᕴੰኧ

Ø 100 %

Ԍ෧Ҕ Penalities
٩ӄ଼҇நߥᓀᙴ٣୍ܺᐒᄬऊϷᆅᒤݤಃϤΜϖచೕۓǴߥᓀ
ᙴ٣୍ܺᐒᄬԖΠӈ٣ϐޣǴߥᓀΓᔈԌ෧ځᙴᕍҔϐΜ७ߎᚐǺ
(1)҂٩ೀБᆇੰ܈ᐕၩගٮᙴᕍ୍ܺǶ

Ʌ
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(2)҂ᙴৣບᘐՉගٮᙴᕍ୍ܺǶ
(3)ೀБᆇϐೀБ܈ᙴᕍҔҙൔϣᆶੰᐕၩό಄Ƕ
(4)҂ၩੰᐕǴҙൔᙴᕍҔǶ
(5)ନಃϤΜΎచಃಃѤීԿಃΜීۓ܌٣ѦǴԖ੮Γၴ
ϸᙴ٣ΓݤзǴᏰԾՉᔈҗۓᙴ٣ΓՉϐᙴᕍ୍ǴЪ
၀ΓፁғЬᆅᐒᜢೀϩ܈ղӉዴۓǶ
ᔈԌ෧ϐϐᙴᕍҔǴߥᓀΓளߥܭᓀᙴ٣୍ܺᐒᄬᔈሦϐᙴᕍ
ҔύՉܢԌǶ
Ʌ

Ʌ

ၴऊᗺ Corrections
٩ӄ଼҇நߥᓀᙴ٣୍ܺᐒᄬऊϷᆅᒤݤಃϤΜѤచೕۓǴߥᓀ
ᙴ٣୍ܺᐒᄬǴԖΠӈ٣ϐޣǴߥᓀΓᔈϒၴऊᗺǺ
(1)҂٩ᙴᕍ܈ݤҁߥᓀ࣬ᜢݤೕᒤᙯບ୍Ƕ
(2)ၴϸಃΜచԿಃΜѤచǵಃΒΜΐచǵಃΟΜచǵಃΟΜϤచಃ
ΒǵಃΟΜΎచ܈ಃΟΜΐచೕۓǶ
(3)҂٩ҁߥᓀᙴᕍᒤݤೕۓǴਡჹߥᓀჹຝ൩ᙴЎҹǶ
(4)ߥᓀჹຝӢϩǵᆙ࡚ੰ൩ᙴ҂ϷឫߥᓀᏧǴԾ൩ᙴ
ࡕǴܭΎВϣံଌߥᓀᏧਔǴ҂٩ҁߥᓀᙴᕍᒤݤೕۓǴஒ܌ԏ
ϐߥᓀᙴᕍҔଏᗋǴЪߥܭᓀᏧံՉฦᒵǶ
(5)҂٩ҁߥᓀᙴᕍᒤݤೕۓǴᒤߥᓀჹຝϐՐଣϷՐଣය໔ϐፎ
ଷǵᚆଣǶ
(6)҂٩ҁݤϐೕۓӛߥᓀჹຝԏځڗᔈԾՉॄᏼϐҔǶ
(7)ځдߥᓀΓ೯ޕᔈज़යׯ๓Զ҂ׯ๓ޣǶ
ଶЗऊ Suspension of Contract
٩ӄ଼҇நߥᓀᙴ٣୍ܺᐒᄬऊϷᆅᒤݤಃϤΜϤచೕۓǴߥᓀ
ᙴ٣୍ܺᐒᄬܭऊය໔ԖΠӈ٣ϐޣǴߥᓀΓᔈϒଶЗऊ
ԿΟঁДǴ܈൩ځၴϸೕۓϩϐບᕍࣽձ୍ܺ܈ҞଶЗऊԿ
ΟঁДǺ
(1)ၴϸҁݤಃϖΜΖచǵಃϤΜΒచೕۓǴߥᓀΓϩձೀᆦΟԛࡕ
ӆԖၴϸǶ
(2)٩ಃϤΜѤచೕڙۓၴऊᗺΟԛࡕǴӆԖӕచೕۓ٣ϐǶ
(3)Ԍ෧ᙴᕍҔΟԛࡕǴӆԖచೕۓ٣ϐǶ
(4)όܕᡙੰΓǴፁғЬᆅᐒᜢೀϩǶ
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(5)ԏߥߚݯᓀჹຝǴԶаߥᓀჹຝϐӜကǴҙൔᙴᕍҔǶ
(6)ฦᒵߥᓀჹຝߥᓀᏧǴඤ๏ߚჹੱϐᛰࠔǵᔼᎦࠔځ܈дࠔނǶ
(7)๊ܔჹߥᓀຝගٮᙴᕍ୍ܺǴЪख़εǶ
(8)҂ບߥݯᓀჹຝǴࠅԾബ൩ᙴइᒵǴൔᙴᕍҔǶ
(9)ځдаό҅Չࣁ܈аଵϐຓܴǵൔ܈ഋॊǴҙൔᙴᕍҔǶ
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ಖЗऊ Termination of Contract
٩ӄ଼҇நߥᓀᙴ٣୍ܺᐒᄬऊϷᆅᒤݤಃϤΜΎచೕۓǴߥᓀ
ᙴ٣୍ܺᐒᄬԖΠӈ٣ϐޣǴᔈϒಖЗऊǴ܈൩ऊᙴଣၴϸ
ೕۓϩϐບᕍࣽձ୍ܺ܈ҞଶЗऊԃǺ
(1)ߥᓀᙴ٣୍ܺᐒᄬॄځ܈ೢᙴ٣Γ٩చೕڙۓଶЗऊǴ
ՉֹࡕΒԃϣӆԖచೕۓ٣ϐǶ
(2)аό҅Չࣁ܈аଵϐܴǵൔ܈ഋॊǴҙൔᙴᕍҔǴځ
ख़εǶ
(3)Ӣၴϸᙴᕍᆅ࣬ᜢݤೕǴፁғЬᆅᐒᜢቲЗ໒ྣೀϩǶ
(4)ऊᙴଣϷບ܌੮҂ڀᙴৣၗϐΓࣁߥᓀჹຝບᕍ܈ೀБǶ
(5)ऊᛰֽ੮҂ڀᛰ٣ΓၗϐΓࣁߥᓀჹຝፓᏊǶ
(6)ऊᙴ٣ᔠᡍ܌੮҂ڀᙴ٣ᔠᡍΓၗϐΓࣁߥᓀჹຝᔠ
ᡍǶ
(7)ऊᙴ٣ܫ܌੮҂ڀᙴ٣ܫΓၗϐΓࣁߥᓀჹຝࡼ
Չܫ୍Ƕ
(8)ऊۚৎៈᐒᄬ੮҂ڀៈΓၗϐΓᏰԾՉៈ
୍Ƕ
(9)ऊշౢᐒᄬ੮҂ڀշౢΓၗϐΓࣁߥᓀჹຝගٮշౢ
୍ܺǶ
(10) ऊނݯᕍ܌੮҂ނڀݯᕍΓၗϐΓࣁߥᓀჹຝග
ނٮݯᕍ୍ܺǶ
(11) ऊᙍૈݯᕍ܌੮҂ڀᙍૈݯᕍΓၗϐΓࣁߥᓀჹຝග
ٮᙍૈݯᕍ୍ܺǶ
(12) ٩చೕڙۓଶЗऊය໔ǴϝᝩុߥܭᓀჹຝߥᓀᏧฦ
ᒵǴ٠аόჴϐ൩ບВයҙൔᙴᕍҔǴ܈Ҭҗځдߥᓀᙴ٣ܺ
୍ᐒᄬҙൔǶ
(13) ٩ಃීԿಃΜΒීೕۓǴڙಖЗऊ܈ଶЗऊԃǴයᅈӆ
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ҙፎऊࡕǴܭಖЗऊ܈ଶЗऊԃය໔Ǵϝᝩុߥܭ
ᓀჹຝߥᓀᏧฦᒵǴ٠аόჴϐ൩ບВයҙൔᙴᕍҔǴ܈
Ҭҗځдߥᓀᙴ٣୍ܺᐒᄬҙൔǶ
ߥᓀᙴ٣୍ܺᐒᄬӢྂຏᎍځ໒ྣޣǴᔈϒಖЗऊǶ
٩ಃೕڙۓಖЗऊޣǴԾಖЗϐВଆԃϣǴόளҙፎऊǶ
Ʌ

ख़εੰ Major Illness/Injury
ࡰՉࡹଣፁғϦϐȨӄ଼҇நߥᓀख़εੰጄൎȩ܌ӈӚੰǶ

Ѥǵᙴᕍ๏б
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ߐບҹኧ Ambulatory Care Cases
ӄԃϣ۳ऊᙴ٣ᐒᄬဦࡕǴჴሞॅߐບ൩ᙴϐҹኧǴ٠֖࡚
ບҹኧǶ
Րଣҹኧ Inpatient Cases
ӄԃՐଣҔϐҹኧǴՐଣය໔ᙴᕍଣ܌ϩኧԛҙൔҔǴԛᆉ
ҹǶ
ҙൔߎᚐ(ᗺኧ) Claims
ҔวғԃДϐҙൔ(ᗺ)ኧǶ
ਡбߎᚐ(ᗺኧ)Approved Benefit Payments
ҔวғԃД߃ਡϐਡбኧ(ᗺኧ)Ǵό֖௲Ꮲ૽ግԋҁǶ
ԾՉॄᏼߎᚐ Copayment
ӄԃϣߥᓀჹຝԿऊᙴ٣ᐒᄬ൩ບԾՉॄᏼϐᙴᕍҔǶ
ՐଣВኧ Inpatient Days
٩ҙൔೕۓаߥᓀჹຝΕଣϐВଆीǴхࡴ՞࡚ੰ܄Вኧکᄌੰ܄
ВኧǴрଣВόीǶ
ѳ֡ҹҙፎҔ(ᗺኧ) Average Cost Per Case.
଼ߥҙፎҔ(ᗺኧ)ʏҙൔҹኧǶ
ѳ֡ВՐଣҙፎҔ(ᗺኧ) Average Cost Per Day
ՐଣҙፎҔ(ᗺኧ)ʏᕴՐଣВኧǶ
ѳ֡ҹՐଣВኧ Average Length of Stay.
ᕴՐଣВኧʏՐଣҙൔҹኧǶ
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ᙴᕍҔ Medical Expenditure
Υ٩ӄ଼҇நߥᓀߥ܍ݤϐӚᜪߥᓀ܌วғϐߥᓀᙴᕍ๏бϷԋҁឦ
ϐǶ
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ߥᓀԋҁ Insurance Cost
Υҁֽߥᓀ୍܌วғϐߥᓀ๏б(ᙴᕍҔ)ǵճ৲ҔǵӚගӸ(ග
Ӹք)ǵວ፤౻چཞѨǵځдԖᜢϐӚҔϷ٩ӄ଼҇நߥᓀݤ
ೕۓගӸϐӼӄྗഢឦϐǶ

ԾპᙴᕍҔ Cash Reimbursement of Out-of-Plan Claims
ᆙ࡚ੰ
ߥᓀჹຝԖΠӈϐޣǴளҙፎਡଏᙴᕍҔǺ
1.ӄ଼҇நߥᓀࡼՉୱϣǴӢᆙ࡚ੰόլ۳ҁߥᓀᙴ٣୍ܺᐒ
ᄬ൩ᙴǴѸߥߚ߈ߕܭᓀᙴ٣୍ܺᐒᄬ࡚௱ޣǶ
2.ӄ଼҇நߥᓀࡼՉୱϣǴӢݩᆙ࡚όլ۳ҁߥᓀᙴ٣୍ܺᐒ
ᄬϩǴѸߥߚܭᓀᙴ٣୍ܺᐒᄬϩǴۯ܈ፎӝᙴৣ܈շ
ౢγௗғޣǶ
3.ӄ଼҇நߥᓀࡼՉୱѦȐхࡴ୯ѦϷεഌӦȑวғόёႣයϐ
ੰ܈ᆙ࡚ϩǴѸܭӦᙴᕍᐒᄬ൩ᙴ܈ϩޣǶ
ਸݩ
ߥᓀჹຝӢਸݩ಄ӝΠӈϐǴߥܭᓀᙴ٣୍ܺᐒᄬԾპ
ᙴᕍҔ൩ᙴޣǴளҙፎਡଏᙴᕍҔǺ
1.҂٩ӄ଼҇நߥᓀ(ݤаΠᙁᆀҁ)ݤೕߥۓǴԶ٩ҁݤಃϤΜΐ
చϐೕۓೀаᆦᗞϷኩόϒߥᓀ๏бǴܭኩόϒߥᓀ๏бය
໔Ǵӧߥᓀᙴ٣୍ܺᐒᄬԾპᙴᕍҔ൩ᙴǴ٠ςᛦమᆦᗞϷߥ
ᓀޣǶ
2.٩ҁݤಃΟΜచಃΟೕۓǴኩՉߥ๊ܔᓀ๏бǴܭኩՉߥ๊ܔ
ᓀ๏бය໔Ǵӧߥᓀᙴ٣୍ܺᐒᄬԾპᙴᕍҔ൩ᙴǴ٠ςᛦమ
ߥᓀϷᅉયߎޣǶ
3.҂٩ҁݤಃΟΜΟచϷಃΟΜϖచೕۓᛦયᔈԾՉॄᏼϐҔǴ
ኩՉߥ๊ܔᓀ๏бǴܭኩՉߥ๊ܔᓀ๏бය໔Ǵӧߥᓀᙴ٣୍ܺ
ᐒᄬԾპᙴᕍҔ൩ᙴǴ٠ςᛦమځᔈԾՉॄᏼϐҔޣǶ
4.಄ӝӄ଼҇நߥᓀᙴᕍᒤݤಃϤచೕۓǴ҂Ϸܭ൩ᙴВଆΎВϣӛ
ߥᓀᙴ٣୍ܺᄬံଌߥᓀᏧޣǶ
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5.٩ҁݤಃΟΜϖచಃΒϷࡼځՉಒ߾ಃϤΜѤచಃΟೕۓǴ
ԃᔈԾՉॄᏼϐՐଣҔǴຬၸന߈ԃΓѳ֡୯҇܌ளϐԭ
ϩϐΜޣǶ
6.಄ӝҁݤಃΟΜϤచख़εੰޣǴܭՐଣය໔ԝΫ܈ӢόёᘜೢӢ
નǴ҂ϷܭՐଣය໔ගрҙፎǴ٠ςб၀ԛՐଣϩॄᏼҔޣǶ
Ʌ

Ʌ

Ʌ
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ਢҹ General Cases
ߐບਢҹ߯ࡰ୷ቫບ܌٩ᛰۓᚐ๏бϐਢҹǴՐଣਢҹࡰ
ߚឦଯᚐǵۓϷፕੰीၿਢҹޣǶ
ፕੰٯीၿਢҹ Case-payment Cases
߯٩Ᏽӄ଼҇நߥᓀᙴᕍҔЍбྗಃΎ܌ӈ୯ሞ੯ੰບᘐዸϷ
Ћೌ(܈ೀ)ዸ٠٩࣬ځᜢೕۓҙൔᙴᕍҔϐਢҹǶ
ۓਢҹ Special Cases
ߥᓀᙴ٣୍ܺᐒᄬՉۓᙴᕍ୍ܺ٠௦ਢቩϐਢҹǶ
၂ᒤीฝ Pilot Project
ۘ҂યΕЍбྗǴҗҁֽ܈ӚᕴᚐߐϐᙴᕍྣៈኩՉीฝǶ

ϩֽᑜѱձ Branch and Locale
ᙴᕍҔϐҙൔǵਡб߯ࡪऊᙴ٣୍ܺᐒᄬ܌ӧӦϐϩֽᑜѱձ
ीǶ
Ʌ Ҭбᐒᄬ Delivery Institutions
хࡴᙴ٣ᔠᡍᐒᄬǵᙴ٣ܫ܌ǵނݯᕍ܌ǵੰύЈᐒᄬǶ
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